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Vll 
The application of a sequential test, the sequential probability 
ratio test, for the tolerances of noxious weed seeds is studied. It 
is proved that the sequential test can give a similar power curve to 
that of the current fixed sample test if the test parameters are 
properly chosen. 
The average sample size required by a sequential test, in 
general, is smaller than that of the existing test. However, in some 
cases it requires relatively a larger sample than current test. 
As a solution to the problem a method of truncation is 
considered. A kind of mixed procedure is suggested. This procedure 
gives almost an identical power curve to the standard one with great 
savings _ in sample size. The sample size is always less than that of 




The adverse economic effect of weeds in the agricultural 
industry is well recognized. Because of the problems which have 
developed from use of chemical treatments, any measure of weed control 
which reduces the requirements for chemical treatment is helpful. One 
effective measure in the control of weeds has been through the control 
of weed seeds in the seed used for planting. The effectiveness of 
this control has lead to laws concerning the testing and labeling of 
seed lots. A standard analysis is used to furnish information as to 
the composition of seed samples. 
The present test is a fixed sample test. The sample size is 
determined in advance but is not dependent on the outcomes of the 
observations as they are made. Whereas, the number of observations 
for a sequential test is not determined in advance. Obviously, the 
present procedure requires a great deal of labor. For example, in 
testing for noxious weed seeds in alfalfa, a SO gram sample is 
required. According to the present test procedure, if it happens that 
the sample contains no noxious weed seeds, the entire sample must be 
observed before it can be judged. 
The method of sequential analysis was originated by H.F. Dodge 
and H. G. Romig who constructed a double sampling procedure in 1929. 
Later, in 1943, Walter Bartky devised a multiple sampling scheme for 
the particular case of testing the mean of a binomial distribution. 
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In the same year, Abraham Wald developed a sequential test, the 
so-called sequential probability ratio test, mainly for the purpose of 
testing statistical hypotheses. 
In 1946, C. W. Leggatt very briefly mentioned the use of a 
sequential test and stated that it was something which should be kept 
in mind by seed analysts as a possible solution to the pressure of 
work and size of test. But the complexity of parameters to determine 
the sequential test which are not all understood by persons not 
familiar with sequential test may have deterred its development . 
Since 1946, few efforts using the idea of sequential test have been 
made to find a solution. 
The existing tolerance table for noxious weed seeds, Table X, 
page 91 in the Rules for Testing Seeds, the Association of Official 
Seed Analysts (1965), is based on the Poisson distribution and 
computed by a normal approximation. In 1971, Mr. Ronald V. Canfield, 
assistant professor of Utah State University, pointed out that this 
table was based on a two sided test of the hypothesis that a lot of 
seed is correctly labeled. In the same year, Yadolah Dodge, a 
graduate student at Utah State University, studied this seed analysis 
in his master's thesis. The improvements by Dodge fall into two 
areas. 
The first area of improvement considered in this study concerns 
the existing tolerance table for noxious weed seeds, Table X of the 
Rules for Testing Seeds. He made a new table based on a one sided 
test using an exact Poisson distribution instead of the normal 
approximation. The second area of improvement is the development of 
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sequential test procedure. By adapting Wald's theory of the 
sequential probability ratio test Dodge developed a complete technique 
of sequential test for seed analysis. 
The reason that they developed the sequential tests was the 
recognition of the fact that the sequential tests, on the average, 
require a smaller sample than the fixed sample test. Y. Dodge's 
method of selecting the test parameters relies upon the knowledge of 
the economic effect of weed seeds on the seed user and that of the 
seed producer. 
This knowledge is difficult and expensive to obtain. Although 
the existing fixed sample test characteristics may not be optimal as 
they affect the economics of seed industry, the existing test have 
accomplished a great deal by way of improving the quality of seed . 
Since Y. Dodge's corrected table meets the purpose of seed analysis 
within the probability of uncertainty defined by the Rules for Testing 
Seeds, the characteristics of his tolerance limits are concerned to be 
the standard. 
Thus, rather than search for the best parameters, if we can 
determine the test parameters of a sequential test which can reproduce 
a similar power curve to that of a corresponding fixed sample test, it 
may reduce the sample size of the test with same power against the 
wrong decision. The importance of smaller sample sizes to seed 
analysts is obvious. 
Since the effects of the test parameters to the characteristics 
of a sequential test are not well recognized, the frequency theory is 
adapted to find the characteristics of the test. A Monte Carlo method 
1s used to detennine an empirical power curve of a sequential test. 
The savings in sample size are compared by the same method. But 
occasionally the sample size may be very large because it is not 
detennined in advance. As a solution to this problem the method of 
truncation is applied. 
In the light of the already mentioned points, this study may be 
concentrated by two questions: 
1. Can the characteristics of a fixed sample test be reproduced 
by a sequential test? 
2. Is the sample size required by a sequential analysis smaller 
than that of the fixed sample test? 
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Some statistical concepts which are needed to define the 
characteristics of a test are reviewed in the first part of the study. 
Chapter III contains the review of the improvements suggested by 
Yadolah Dodge. A brief review of the current test is also given in 
this chapter. 
In chapter IV, the sequential probability ratio test is studied. 
A particular method of determining the parameters is studied for the 
purpose of seed test. 
Chapter V contains the application of the sequential test to the 
seed test. The test parameters are detennined to reproduce the power 
curve of the corresponding fixed sample test. And the empirical power 
curve is obtained by a Monte Carlo method and the sample size required 
by the test is compared with that of the existing test. 
In chapter VI, the truncation method devised by Abraham Wald 1s 
studied and applied to the seed test. The method is graphically 
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illustrated. The effects of the truncation is also studied. 
The tolerance limit for the labeled mean zero is studied 1n 
chapter VII. By finding the actual range of the labeled mean, and the 
mathematical relations between the formula and the tolerance limits 
the maximum number within tolerance is corrected. The sequential test 
procedure is applied for this new limit. 
Chapter VIII, the final chapter, is a conclution of the study. In 
th i s chapter areas of further study are suggested. A table showing the 
consecutive regions of the sequential procedure for the first ten 
numbers is given as a result of this study. 
0-WTER II 
REVIEW OF STATISTICAL CONCEPTS 
Statistical decision problems in which there are just two 
possible decisions or actions constitute an important class of 
problems called tests of hypotheses. The possible states of nature 
are called hypotheses about nature; each individual state is termed a 
simple hypothesis. If the possible states of nature are probability 
distributions, a simple hypothesis, then, is a complete specification 
of a probability distribution-the distribution of the population on 
which observations are obtained for inference. 
The problem of testing a lot of seeds may be considered 
statistically as a test of a hypothesis. This statistical test 
examines a set of sample data and, on the basis of an expected 
distribution of the data, leads to a decision on whether to accept the 
hypothesis underlying the expected distribution or whether to reject 
that hypothesis and accept an alternative one. The decision rule of 
this problem, seed test, is given in Table X of the Rules for Testing 
Seeds. 
A statistical hypothesis is a statement about a population 
parameter. In seed work this is typically the purity label of a lot 
of seeds, e.g. the average number of noxious weed seeds in the lot. 
Using the notation of the Rules for Testing Seeds of the Association 
of Official Seed Analysts the number labeled is denoted by X. The 
nature of the tests varies with the data and the hypothesis, but for 
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the seed testing, the purpose of the test is obvious and consequently 
the hypothesis may be written H0 : µ ~ X called the null hypothesis 
against the alternative hypothesis H1 : µ > X. 
Two types of error are inherent and unavoidable with statistical 
tests. The rejection of a true null hypothesis is called a type I 
error. This occurs in seed testing when a lot, which actually is 
good, is judged to be bad by the test. This is possible because by 
chance the sample could contain more than the proportionate number of 
noxious weed seeds contained in the whole seed lot. This error is 
costly to the seed producer. The statistical test protects against 
this error by limiting the probability of the error to an assigned 
value. For the existing test the probability of this error is given 
as 0.05 (page 90, Rules for Testing Seeds, 1965). This type I error 
expressed as a proportion is called~-
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The acceptance of a false null hypothesis is called type II 
error. It is most frequently expressed as a probability and is 
symbolized bys. This second type of error occurs when a seed lot 
which contains more than the allowable number of noxious weed seeds is 
judged to be good. This error is costly to the seed buyer. The 
probability of this error depends upon the number of bad seeds in the 
lot. 
An important concept in connection with hypothesis testing 1s 
the power of a test. It is 1-S, the complement of type II error, and 
is the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when in fact it is 
false and the alternative hypothesis is correct. Obviously, for any 
given test we would like to have the quantity 1-S be as large as 
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possible. Since we generally cannot specify a given alternative 
hypothesis, we have to describe e or 1-8 for a continuum of 
alternative values. When 1-8 is graphed in this manner the result is 
called a power curve for the test under consideration. For example, 
Utah has established that for . alfalfa, the limit of dodder is 3 per SO 
grams. According to the Official Rules, a SO gram sample is required 
for noxious weed seed analysis and maximum number of dodder allowable 
in the sample is 8. The power curve of this test is shown in Figure 
1. From this curve it can be seen that a lot of seed with an average 
of 5 dodder seeds per 50 grams (µ = 5) has a probability of 0.068 of 
being rejected (i.e., having 9 or more dodder seeds in a 50 gram 
sample). This probability rises with increasingµ. Whenµ= 9 the 
probability of rejection is 0.544. 
Another concept to be reviewed here is that of one and two tailed 
tests. A two tailed test is one in which the parameter of the test is 
hypothesized to have a single value. The alternative hypothesis 
contains all other parameter values both greater and less than the 
hypothesized value. The alternative hypothesis of a one tailed test 
contains only values of the parameter either greater than or less than 
(but not both) the hypothesized value. The null hypothesis is usually 
characterized as containing all other values. The seed testing 
problem is that the lot of seeds is as good or better than labeled or 
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Figure 1. Power curve of a test 
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CHAPTER III 
IMPROVEMENT I  I-IE PRESENT OLERANCE TABLE 
The statistical justification of the present test method for the 
tolerances of noxious weed seeds has been throughly studied by Y. Dodge 
in 1971. The following invrovements have been sugested. 
Noxious weed seed tolerances, Table X of the Rules for Testing 
Seeds, are based on the Poisson distribution and convuted from the 
formula: 
Y = X + 1. 96v.X, where 
Xis the number labeled or represented, and 
Y is the maximum number within tolerance, and based on a 
degree of uncertainty of 5 percent (a= 0.05). 
As we can see from the formula, a normal approximation to the 
Poisson distribution has been used to derive Table X. This is not 
necessary since the Poisson distribution has been extensively 
tabulated. And the tolerances apparantly have been developed 
assuming a two tailed test. Thus the existing table is incorrectly 
given a level of uncertainty of 0.05. The correct value for the Table 
Xis 0.025. Dodge has prepared a correct table using the exact 
Poisson tables and a 0.05 level of uncertainty. For further study of 
this problem both the tolerances of Table X and the corrections by 
Y. Dodge are given in Table 1. This table shows the exact probability 
of type I error of the corrected tolerance limit when the true mean is 
the same as the number labeled or represented. 
Table 1. Noxious weed seed tolerances 
Number Existing Corrected Exact 
labeled maximum maximum a 
0 2 
1 4 3 0.0190 
2 6 5 .0166 
3 8 6 .0335 
4 9 8 .0214 
5 11 9 .0318 
6 12 10 .0426 
7 13 12 .0270 
8 14 13 .0342 
9 16 14 .0415 
10 17 15 .0487 
11 18 17 .0322 
12 20 18 .0374 
13 21 19 .0427 
14 22 20 .0479 
15 23 22 .0327 
16 24 23 .0367 
17 25 24 .. 0407 
18 27 25 .0446 
19 28 26 .0486 
20 29 28 .0343 
21 30 29 .0374 
22 32 30 .0405 
23 33 31 .0436 
24 34 32 .0467 
25 35 33 .0498 
26 37 35 .0363 
27 38 36 .0388 
28 39 37 .0413 
29 41 38 .0438 
30 42 39 .0463 
31 43 40 .0487 
32 44 42 .0364 
33 45 43 .0384 
34 46 44 .0404 
35 48 45 .0425 
36 49 46 .0445 
37 50 47 .0466 
38 51 48 .0486 
39 52 50 .0370 
40 53 51 .038 7 
41 55 52 .0405 
42 56 53 .0422 
43 57 54 .0439 
44 58 55 .0456 
45 59 56 .0473 
As an example of the difference between the existing tolerance 
and Y. Dodge's, when the number of noxious weed seeds labeled or 
represented is 3, the existing table gives 8 as its maximum number 
within tolerance whereas Dodge's table gives 6. Here, Dodge's table 
does not have the maximum number within tolerance for the labeled mean 
zero. It is obvious that, if the number labeled comes from zero 
(not 0 . 1 or 0.5), there cannot be any maximum number within tolerance 
except zero. The charact eristics of this test for the labeled mean 
zero will be studied later. 
The effect of the corrected tolerances on the seed industry as 
compared with that of the existing tolerances may be summarized from 
Figure 2. This figure shows a plot of the power curves for both the 
corrected test and the existing test. Since the curve of the 
corrected test is always above the curve of the existing test, a type 
II error, i.e., accepting contaminated seeds, has less probability of 
occurring. This helps the consumer of the seeds. However, a type I 
error has greater probability of occurrance. This means that more 
often than with the existing test, a lot of seeds is rejected when 
actually it is good. But here, since the Rules for Testing Seeds 
defines the type I error as 0.05, Dodge's corrected tolerances 
represent the proper ones. 
As described above, since Dodge's corrected tolerances are better 
than the existing tolerances as far as the characteristics and the 
purpose of the test are concerned, the power curves of corrected 
tolerances are assumed to be the standard curves. These curves will 
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Sequential analysis is a method of statistical inference. Its 
characteristic feature is that the number of observations required by 
the procedure is not determined in advance of the experiment. The 
decision to terminate the experiment depends, at each stage, on the 
result of the observations previously made. A merit of the 
sequential method, as applied to testing statistical hypotheses, is 
that test procedures can be constructed which require, on the average, 
a substantially smaller number of observations than equally reliable 
test procedures based on a predetermined number of observations. 
A particular method of sequential analysis, the so-called 
sequential probability ratio test, which was devised by Abraham Wald 
in 1943 mainly for the purpose of testing statistical hypotheses, is 
studied in this chapter. 
The importance of sequential tests to the seed industry was noted 
by Leggatt in 1946. He stated that it was someting which should be 
kept in mind by seed analysts as a possible solution to the pressure 
of work, size of test, and the relation of these to the accuracy of 
the results obtained in seed analysis. 
Possibly the complexity of the problem of determining the best 
parameters of a sequential test has deterred its development. Since 
1946, few efforts using the idea of sequential analysis have been made 
to find a solution. A complete review of the sequential test is given 
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by Yadolah Dodge in 1971 with a method of selecting the test 
parameters. This method relies upon knowledge of the economic effect 
of weed seeds on the seed user and the economic effect of the seed 
testing program on the seed producer. Especially knowledge of the 
effect of the type I and type II errors is needed. 
The existing fixed sample test characteristics may not be optimal 
as they affect the economics of the seed industry, but the existing 
tests have acornplished a great deal by way of improving the quality of 
seed. And, since the knowledge of the effect of the test parameters 
is difficult and expensive to obtain, rather than search for the best 
parameters, the characteristics of the fixed sample tests correct ed by 
Y. Dodge are concerned to be the standard ones which should be 
reproduced by sequential tests. 
4.1 The sequential probability ratio test (Wald, 1947) 
Let X be a discrete random variable, and let p(x) denote the 
probability that the random variable under consideration takes the 
value x. If we denote the successive observations on X by x 1, x2, ... , 
etc., then for any possitive integral value m the probability that a 
sample x1, x2, .... , xm is obtained is given by 
Pim= P1 Cx1)···P1Cxm) 
when H1 is true, and by 
Porn= P0Cx1)···P0Cxm) 
when Ho is true if x1, x2, .... are independent. 
4.1.1 
4.1.2 
The sequential probability ratio test for testing H0 against H1 
is defined as follows: Two possitive constants A and B (B < A) are 
chosen. At each stage of the experiment (at the mth trial for any 
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integral value m), the probability ratio Pim/Porn is computed. If 
Pim 
B< -< A 4.1.3 
Porn 
the experiment is continued by taking an additional observation. If 
Pim - ~ A 4.1.4 
Porn 
the process is terminated with the rejection of H0 . If 
Pim --~ B 4.1.5 
Porn 
the process is terminated with the acceptance of H0 • 
The constants A and Bare to be determined so that the test will 
have the prescribed strength (a, 8). The method to determine the 
constants A and B will be studied in the next section. 
For purposes of practical computation, it is much more convenient 
to compute the logarithm of the ratio Pim/Porn than the ratio itself. 
The reason for this is that log (Pim/Porn) can be written as the swn of 
m terms , i . e . , 
Pim P1 Cx1) 
log - = log ---
P1 Cxm) 
+ .... +log ---
Porn Po (x1) Po (Xm) 






then the inequalities 4.1.3, 4.1.4, and 4.1.5 will be respectively 
+ Zm < log A 
+ 2ni ~ log A 




4.2 Detennination of the constants A and Bin practice (Wald, 1947) 
and 
We shall say a sample (x1, ... ' Xn) is of type O if 
Pim P1Cx1)····P1Cxm) 
B<--=-------<A form=l,2, ... ,n-1 




Similarly, we shall say a sample (x1, ... ' Xn) is of type 1 if 
Pim P1Cx1)····Pi(Xrn) 
B< -- =--------<A form= 1, 2, ... , n-1 







Thus, a sample of type O leads to the acceptance of Ho and a sample of 
type 1 leads to the acceptance of H1. 
Here, let us think of a case where a sequential test leads to the 
rejection of Ho (acceptance of H1). Above inequality 4.2.2 can be 
written as 
Plll?; A Pon 
4.2.3 
1.e., for any given sample (x1, ... , Xn) of type 1 the probability of 
obtaining such a sample is at least A times as large under hypothesis 
H1 as under hypothesis H0. Thus, the probability measure of the 
totality of all samples of type 1 is also at least A times as large 
under Hi as under Ho. The probability measure of the totality of all 
samples of type 1 is the same as the probability that the sequential 
process will tenninate with the acceptance of H1 (rejection of Ho). 
But the latter probability is equal to a when Ho is true and to 1-$ 
when H1 is true. Thus, we obtain the inequality 
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4.2.4 
This inequality can be written as 
1 - $ 
A< __ _ 
a 
Thus, (1 - $)/a is an upper limit for A. 
4.2.5 
A lower limit for B can be derived in a similar way. And, the 
corresponding inequalities to 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 are respectively 
$ ~ (1 - a)B 
B >--
1 - a 
Thus, s/(1 - a) is a lower limit for B. 






1 - $ A 
--~B 
1 - a 
These inequalities are of considerable value in practical 
4.2.9 
applications since they furnish upper limits for a and $ for given 








8 ~ B 4.2.11 
Now, suppose that we wish to have a test procedure of strength 
(o, 8). Then our problem is to determine the constants A and B such 
that the resulting test will have the desired strength (a, 8). Let us 
denote by A(a, B) and B(a, B) the values of A and B, respectively, for 
which the test has the required strength (a, 8). The exact 
determination of the values A(a, 8) and B(a, e) is usually very 
laborious. However, the fundamental limits of A and B derived earlier 
in this section permit an approximate determination of A and B which 
will suffice for most practical purposes. From 4.2.5 and 4.2.7 it 
follows that 
1 - e 




B(a, 8) ~ 4.2.13 
1 - 0 
We shall propose to put A= (1 - 8)/a = a(a, 8), say, and 
B = B/(1 - a)= b(a, e), say, and we shall investigate the 
consequences of this determination of A and B. From 4.2.12 and 4.2.13 
it follows that the value a(a, S) chosen for A is greater than or 
equal to the exact value A(a, e), and the value b(a, e) chosen for B 
is less than or equal to the exact value B(a, 8). Then, letting 
A= a(a, e) instead of A(a, e) and B = b(a, e) instead of B(a, B) 
will, in general, change the probabilities of errors of the first and 
second kinds. If A were put equal to a value greater than A(a, S), 
and if B were put equal to B(a, e), then the resulting probability of 
20 
an error of the first kind would be less than a, but the probability 
of an error of the second kind would be slightly larger than 8. 
Similarly, if we were to use the exact value A(a, 8) for A, but a 
value B below the exact value B(a, 8), the resulting probability of an 
error of the second kind would be less than S, and the probability of 
an error of the first kind would be slightly greater than a. Thus, if 
a value A is used which is higher than the exact value A(a, 8) and a 
value Bis used which is lower than the exact value B(a, S), it is not 
clear what the resulting effect on the probabilities of errors of the 
first and second kinds will be. Let us denote by a' and 8' the 
resulting probabilities of errors of the first and second kinds when 
A= a(a, 8) and B = b(a, 8). From 4.2.8 and 4.2.9 it follows that 
a' 1 Cl 
~ = 4.2.14 
1 - s' a(a, 8) 1 - 8 
and 
8' 8 
~ b(a, 8) -- 4.2.15 
1 - a' 1 - Cl 
From these inequalities it follows that 
Cl 
a' < 4.2.16 
1 - s 
and 
8 
S' < 4.2.17 
1 - Cl 
Multiplying 4.2.14 by (1 - 8)(1 - 8') and 4.2.15 by (1 - a)(l - a') 
and adding the two resulting inequalities, we obtain 
a'+ S' ~a+ 8 4.2.18 
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Inequalities 4.2.16, 4.2.17, and 4.2.18 give valuable upper 
limits for a' and S'. The values a and Swill usually be small in 
practical applications. Most frequently they will lie in the range 
from 0.01 to 0.05. Thus, a/(1 - S) and S/(1 - a) will be very nearly 
equal to a ands, respectively. It follows then from 4.2.16 and 
4.2.17 that the amount by which a' may exceed a, or S' may exceed Sis 
very small and can be neglected for all practical purposes. Moreover, 
4.2.18 shows that at least one of the inequalities a'~ a and S' ~ S 
must hold exactly. In other words, by using a(a, S) and b(a, S) 
instead of A(a, S) and B(a, S), respectively, at most one of the 
probabilities a and Smay be increased. 
Thus, we may conclude: The use of a(a, S) and b(a, S) instead of 
A(a, S) and B(a, S), respectively, cannot result in any appreciable 
increase in the value of either a ors. In other words, for all 
practical purposes the test corresponding to A= a(a, S) and 
B = b(a, S) provides at least the same protection against wrong 
decisions as the test corresponding to A= A(a, S) and B = B(a, s). 
The inequalities 4.1.3 become 
S Pim 1 - S 
--- < --< --- 4.2.19 
1 - a Porn a 
The possibility that the use of a(a, S) and b(a, S) instead of 
A(a, S) and B(a, S), respectively, may result in an appreciable 
decrease of a, or S, or both is not discussed here since the 
possibility would mean a better protection against wrong decisions. 
Thus, the only disadvantage that may arise from using a(a, S) and 
b(a, S) instead of A(a, S) and B(a, S), respectively, is that it may 
22 
result in an appreciable increase in the nl.Ullber of observations 
required by the test. But this increase is slight in practice and 
this sequential test using a(a, S) and b(a, S) will give sufficient 
savings in the nl.Ullber of observations to the seed tests. This will be 
studied later. 
As we studied in this section, the probability of rejecting Ho 
when it is true and the probability of rejecting H1 (accepting Ho) 
when H1 is true will be approximately a and 8, respectively, if we 
define A by (1 - S)/a and B by S/(1 - a). 
These probabilities will give two important points on the power 
curve of a sequential test and will allow us to draw an approximate 
power curve of a test. These knowledges are very important and useful 
to define the test parameters for the sequential test. 
GIAPTER V 
APPLICATION OF 1HE SEQUENTIAL 
PROBABILI1Y RATIO TEST TO TI-IE SEED ANALYSIS 
5.1 Review of the Fixed Sample Test 
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The present test is a fixed sample size test. In testing for 
noxious weed seeds in any kind of seeds, a predefined size of sample 
is required. Table I, page 4 in the Rules for Testing Seeds, defines 
the minimum weight for noxious weed seed examination of various kinds 
of seeds. If it happens that the number of noxious weed seeds 
contained in the sample is less than or equal to the maximum number 
within tolerance, the entire sample must be observed before it can be 
judged. 
For example, in testing for noxious weed seeds in alfalfa, 
according to the Table I, a 50 gram sample is required. The state law 
of Utah defines the number of dodder seeds allowable in alfalfa as 3 
per 50 grams. According to Y. Dodge's corrected tolerance table 
the maximum number within tolerance for the test, when the number 
represented or labeled is 3, is 6. Figure 3 shows the region of the 
fixed sample test with corrected tolerance limit. Here, for the case 
of rejection, case 1 on the figure, the sample size needed to reach 
the decision may be less than 50 grams. But for the case of 
acceptance, case 2 on the figure, the sample size required for the 
decision is always 50 grams. If we use the tolerance limits of Table 
X of the Rules for Testing Seeds, since the actual type I error is 
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always less than 0.025, more than 97.5% of the times the sample size 
required by the test is supposed to be 50 grams when the true mean is 
exactly same to the nl.llTiber epresented. And since Y. Dodge's 
corrected table is based on 5% of uncertainty, if we use the corrected 
table, the sample size is to be SO grams in 95% of the times. Thus, 
the fixed sample test requires a great deal of labor defined by the 
Table I of the Rules for Testing Seeds in most of the times. 
'"O 















































Figure 3. Fixed sample test 
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5.2 Mathematical fonnulation 




P(X = k) =--
kt 
for k = 0, 1, 2, ..... 5.2.1 
The parameterµ is the mean of the distribution. Since the 
distribution of noxious weed seeds in a lot is a Poisson distribution, 
the probability of obtaining a sequence of samples (x1 , x 2 , •• • , xn) 
lS 
X • I 1. 
when H1: µ = µ1 is true, and 
n -µo x· 
i~l e µ o 1 
X- I 
1· 
when H0 : µ = µ0 is true. 
Consequently, the sequential probability ratio becomes 
n -µ1 x· 
i~l e µ 1 1 
Pin X·' 1· 
--= n -µ o x · 
Pon . Ill e µo i 1= 
Xi! 
n -µ1 Xi -nµl EX· . Ill 1= e µl e µ l 1 
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For practical purpose, taking the logarithms of inequalities 5.2.6 
8 µl 1 - 8 
log < -n(µ 1 - µ0) + rx. log- < log --
1 - a 1 µo a 
S µ1 l - S 
log -- + n(µ 1 - µ0) < rx. log - < log + n(µ1 - µo) 
1 - a 
1 µo a 
s 1 - S 
log 
1 - a a 
< rx. < - -- ------ - 5.2.7 
1 
log 
These inequalities can be used for any µ1 and µ0 in practice. 
5.3 Illustration of the method for seed test 
As we studied in section 4.2, we can use S/(1 - a) and (1 - S)/a 
as the boundaries A and B, respectively, for the sequential test if 
both a and Sare small probabilities, i.e., they lie in the range from 
0.01 to 0.05. Here, the type I error defined by the Rules for Testing 
Seeds is 0.05 and, for convenience, B can be assumed as 0.05. 
Figure 4 is a power curve of a fixed sample test for H0 : µ ~ 3 
with Y. Dodge's corrected tolerance 6. To duplicate this curve by a 
sequential test, it is easy to find µ 1 when S = .05. In practice, the 
power curves do not show a= 0.05 and S = 0.05 for any integral values 
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Figure 4. Power curve for Ho:µ< 3 
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If we follow the line showing the power 0.95, the alternative 
µ
1 
= 12 is to be seen easily, but here the actual type II error is a 
little less than 0.05. For the practical purpose, and for convenience 
in computing, µ
1 
is taken as integral value only withe~ 0.05. 
For savings in sample size, intuitively, 1/10 of the minimum 
weight for examination defined by Table I of the Rules for Testing 
Seeds is preferred as a sampling unit for each step of the sequential 
test . And µ
0 
and µ 1 are to be reduced by 1/10 for the application of 
the sequential test. 
Then, the inequalities 5.2.7 become 
0.05 1 - 0.05 
log ---
1 - 0.05 
+ n (1. 2 - 0. 3) log + n(l.2 - 0.3) 
n 0.05 
- -- - -----· - --- --···--- - -- < E x. < ------- -- --- -
i=l l 1. 2 
log --
0.3 
log (1/19) + n(0.9) n log 19 + n(0.9) 
< EX . < 
log 4 i=l l log 4 
-log 19 + 0.9 n n log 19 + 0.9 n 
< Ex. < 
log 4 i=l l log 4 
-2.9444 + 0.9 n n 2.9444 + 0.9 n 
< EX. < 
1.3863 i=l l 1.3863 
n 






From these inequalities we can form two lines which devide the 
whole sample space into 3 regions. If we set Y coordinate as Exi, 
Y = -2.124 + 0.649 n and Y = 2.124 + 0.649 n where n is assumed to be 
any positive real number for the moment. Hereafter, N and Y 
coordinates are used instead of the usual X and Y. 
Figure 5 shows a graphical illustration of this problem. We 
reject H
0
: µ ~ 3 when LXi becomes greater than or equal to 
Y = 2.124 + 0.649 n for n = 1, 2, ... , and we accept H0 when LXi 
becomes less than or equal to Y = -2.124 + 0.649 n. A decision 1s 


















5.4 Empirical power curve of a sequential test by Monte Carlo method 
Quite often in scientific problems where probabilities are 
difficult to determine mathematically, the frequency theory is used to 
obtain an empirical approximation. The actual experiment or a 
simulation thereof is repeated a large number of times. The observed 
proportion of the outcomes in the event of interest is determined and 
is used as an approximation to the theoretical probability. Such 
techniques are widely used and are called Monte Carlo methods. 
Computing the exact probabilities of type II errors on all 
possible alternati ve values ofµ to obtain a theoretical power curve 
of a sequential test is very tiresome. And we have enough information 
to apply a Monte Carlo method to find the approximations to draw a 
power curve of a sequential test. 
First of all, to apply this method, a Poisson random variable 
generator is needed. Appendix C contains a brief description of the 
method of generating a Poisson random variable and a computer program 
with a result of goodness of fit test. 
Followings are brief descriptions of the method used to obtain an 
empirical power curve of a sequential test. 
1. Using the method described in section 5.3 construct two lines 
by which the whole sample space is devided into three regions. 
2. Generate a Poisson random variable with parameterµ which is 
1/10 of the true mean. True mean is the number of noxious weed seeds 
expected when the minimum weight for examination defined by Table I of 
the Rules for Testing Seeds is observed. The sample size of a 
sequential test needed in each stage is 1/10 of the minimum weight. 
As an example, a 5 gram sample is used in each stage of a sequential 
test for alfalfa seeds. 
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3. If the observation generated hy above step does not fall into 
one of the decision regions, another observation is required. Keep 
sampling until it reaches a decision. 
4. If any set of trials does not reach a decision until the 40th 
sample is taken, the set is abandoned and the initial trial of a new 
set is started. 
5. One thousand sets of trials are made for each alternative 
mean of the number of noxious weed seeds . A frequency histogram of 
decisions made in each stage of 40 consecutive sampling is made. This 
histogram will be used to compare the savings in sample size in next 
section. Table 2 is a frequency table for H0 : µ ~ 3. It shows only 
the first half, from sampling stage 1 to 20, of the histogram. The 
last column shows the number of sets with no decision at 40th stage. 
6. The proportion of rejection of H0 is computed. This 
proportion of rejection shows the power of the test on that 
alternative mean which is used to generate the Poisson random 
variables for that one thousand sets of trials. 
7. If the power on that alternative mean is lower than 0.99, 
another one thousand sets of trials are made using the Poisson random 
variables with mean 0.1 greater than the previous one. 
8. The first ten curves are studied. For these ten curves the 
total number of alternative means used is 175. It means that more 
than 17000 sets of trials are required on the average to obtain an 
empirical power curve of a sequential test. 
Table 2. Frequency table of decisions made by a sequential test 
true 
I 1 2 3 4 s 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
no 
mean decision 
--- - ---- ----
I 
1 ! 0 0 0 670 238 0 60 22 0 6 I 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
2 s 0 0 444 286 0 118 80 0 31 15 0 12 0 7 1 0 1 0 0 0 
3 s 2 0 290 278 0 128 122 s 57 47 0 21 0 13 12 0 12 3 0 0 
4 14 s 7 196 242 2 119 119 s 68 68 6 30 1 25 27 0 20 11 0 0 
s 11 8 10 159 179 8 113 112 20 65 65 19 37 1 30 32 0 19 19 1 4 
6 20 10 17 132 130 13 111 101 38 70 70 26 46 0 36 25 4 23 13 3 7 
7 27 38 24 135 119 22 101 82 72 60 43 35 27 7 36 22 3 24 21 1 8 
8 48 so 32 151 116 20 105 66 61 37 39 44 24 14 29 23 6 22 17 3 3 
9 65 64 44 160 89 49 87 69 92 35 35 43 25 14 21 16 5 15 10 7 1 
10 89 80 67 168 97 35 123 61 69 24 32 48 11 9 20 12 5 15 3 2 0 
11 81 110 98 198 88 55 112 42 53 33 13 32 16 7 16 8 4 9 s 2 0 
12 98 111 105 205 108 48 99 47 51 27 14 28 10 8 13 9 1 6 2 1 0 
13 123 145 135 229 87 57 88 19 54 11 8 18 8 5 4 4 0 2 1 1 0 
14 164 185 129 203 89 53 71 31 36 12 s 6 s 4 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 
i 
I L 1s 189 196 130 210 80 44 73 32 26 6 4 8 3 3 4 0 0 1 1 0 I 0 (A N 
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Figure 6. Empirical power curve of a sequential test 
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Figure 6 shows a power curve of a fixed sample test and an 
empirical power curve of a sequential test for H0: µ ~ 3. The 
empirical power curve of the sequential test is expressed by points in 
the figure. From this figure we can see that the power curve of a 
fixed sample test can be reproduced by a sequential test if we define 
the test parameters properly. 
5.5 Savings in sample size effected by the use of the sequential 
probability ratio test instead of the current fixed sa'Tlple test 
Using the histogram made in step 5 of the Monte Carlo method in 
section 5.4 savings in sample size is studied. As discussed in 
section 5.1 the fixed sample test requires to observe all of the 
minimum weight, in most cases, to reach a decision if the seed lot in 
test comes from the population which contains acceptable number of 
noxious weed seeds. And, since many seed producers usually inspect 
the seed lots as many times as they can be sure that the seed lot is 
properly labeled, we can say that many seed lots tested are actually 
good, i.e., more acceptable seed lots than bad seed lots are tested. 
Hence, the savings in sample size for the seed lots whose actual 
average number of weed seeds are near the number labeled are more 
important than others. 
Figure 7 shows the average sample size required by a sequential 
test for H0 : µ ~ 3. From this figure we can see that the average 
sample size required by a sequential test when the seed lot contains 3 
noxious weed seeds on the average is almost 1/2 of the minimum weight 
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Figure 7. Average sample size required by a sequential test 
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is slightly greater than that of the fixed sample test whenµ= 6 and 
actually for this alternativeµ a relatively large proportion of the 
fixed sample test is tenninated before seed analysts observe the whole 
sample. Hence, the relative proport~on of the savings in sample size 
may decrease with increasingµ. When the true mean 1s near the 
tolerance limit of the fixed sample test the sample size of the 
sequential test becomes larger. 
For high quality seed, i.e., few noxious seeds, the sequential 
test requires smaller sample sizes for purposes of testing. For this 
case the number of noxious weed seeds in the sample for the fixed 
sample test will probably not exceed the tolerance limit, therefore 




TRUNCATION OF TI-IE SEQUENTIAL TEST 
As we can see from Table 2 in chapter V, an appreciable number 
of the sets of trials does not reach a decision until the 10th sample 
is taken. Even though we can be sure that a decision is reached in a 
finite number of trials, to write up the regions of acceptance and 
rejection for seed analysts an efficient rule of stopping is needed. 
Two infinite lines for a sequential test are easy to construct but 
hard to use for noxious weed seed analysis. A simple table, showing 
the regions by which the test procedure requires another sampling at 
each stage, with a relatively small number of sampling stage is 
preferred. 
In the case that a set of trials requires a large number of 
sampling stages to reach a final decision, the sample size required by 
the sequential test might be larger than that of the fixed sample 
test. And this is the main criticism of the sequential test. To 
eliminate this criticism from the sequential test procedure for 
noxious weed seed analysis, and to reduce the average sample size a 
little more, developing an efficient method of truncation is needed. 
Abraham Wald (1947) developed a method of truncation and studied 
the changes of a ands. His method was graphically illustrated by 
B. W. Lindgreen (1968). Both Wald and Lindgreen are considered in 
this chapter. 
Another method of truncation for seed tests which is intuitively 
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appealing is to conduct the test as a normal sequential test as long 
as the sample size is less than the recorrnnended minimtun sample 
specified by Table I of the Rules for Testing Seeds for the existing 
fixed sample test. If no decision is reached before this minimum 
sample is observed, the test is truncated at the specified rninimtun 
sample and the decision is made according to the usual fixed sample 
rule. 
6.1 Method of truncation (Wald, 1947) 
By giving a new rule for the acceptance or rejection of H0 at the 
n
0
th stage if the sequential process did not lead to a final decision 
for n ~ n 0 the method of truncation is studied. If no decision is 
reached by the n 0th stage, sampling is stopped anyway, with H0 
accepted if 
and rejected if 
Pm 0 log--< 0 
Pono 




Figure 8 is a graphical illustration of the stopping rule just 
described (Lindgreen, 1968). Applying this stopping rule to the 
method described in section 5.3, if no decision is reached by the 
noth stage, Ho is accepted if 
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reject H0 if log (p 1n/Pon) crosses this line 
accept H0 if log (Pin/Pon) crosses this line 




n n - 1 
Since i~lxi cannot be less than i~lxi, we can fonn a horizontal 
line as a method of stopping with rejection of H0. Figure 9 is a 
graphical illustration of a sequential test procedure with truncation 
at no= 10. The test procedure for H0: µ ~ 3 is used. 
Here, for the case illustrated in the figure the test is 
eventually tenninated at the 9th stage even though th e Exi does not 
cross the straight line of rejection. This is because it will 
automatically cross the region over the point A regardless of the next 
observation. 
By truncating the sequential test process at the noth trial the 
probabilities of errors of the first and second kinds will be changed. 
However, intuitively, if no is large enough the changes of a and 8 are 
negligible. But we cannot say that n0 = 10 is large enough as a 
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Figure 9. Sequential test procedure with truncation 
6.2 Applying the method of a fixed sample test to a sequential test 
By overlapping Figure 3 to Figure 5 we finally have one like 
Figure 9. This method, a mixture of a fixed sample test and a 
sequential test procedure, is the same as the sequential test with 
truncation at n 0 = 10, and removes the main cri ticism of the 
sequential test. 
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The parameters for the sequential test were chosen to reproduce 
the power of the corresponding fixed sample test. The minimum weight 
defined by Table I of the Rules for Testing Seeds for the fixed sample 
test is the same as that of the sequential test when n = 10. Hence, 
the center line of Figure 5 is supposed to pass through the point A 
which is in the region between the point of the maximum number within 
tolerance and the next point at n = 10. And the lines of stopping 
rule are constructed from the point A, i.e., the top right part of the 
fixed sample test is that of the sequential test with truncation and 
the point at the corner is the point A. 
Therefore, intuitively, this method of truncation will give a 
closer power curve to that of the corresponding fixed sample test. 
The power curve of a sequential test with truncation at n0 = 10 for 
H0 : µ ~ 3 is obtained by a Monte Carlo method and is compared with 
that of a sequential test without truncation. Figure 10 shows those 
two empirical power curves along the standard one of the corresponding 
fixed sample test. In the figure* shaped points represent the power 
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Figure 10. Effect of the truncation on the power curve 
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6.3 Savings in sample size 
It is obvious that the sequential test with truncation requires, 
in general, a smaller sample size than the test without truncation. 
But as we can see from Table 2, most of the decisions are made in an 
earlier stage of sampling when the true mean of noxious weed seed is 
less than µ 0 or the mean is comparatively much greater than µ 0 . 
Consequently, the effect of truncation in sample size is great when 
the true mean is near µ 1 • In other words, the effect is changed by 
the same way as the change in sample size required by the sequential 
test without truncation. 
FigJre 11 is a graphical comparison of the sample size required 
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CORRECTION OF THE MAXIMUM NUMBER WITI-IIN TOLERANCE 
AND APPLICATION OF THE SEQUENTIAL TEST PROCEDURE 
FOR THE NULL HYPOTHESIS OFµ= 0 
7.1 Correction of Y by finding the actual range of X 
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As mentioned in chapter III, Dodge's corrected table does not 
show the maximum ntunber within tolerance for X = 0. Theoretically, 
for the Poisson distribution, when H0 : µ = 0 the maximum nwnber within 
tolerance cannot be defined by any positive integer except zero with 
a= 0.05. By the formula, Y = X + 1 + 1.96vX, used to derive the 
tolerances of the Table X of the Rules for Testing Seeds, if Xis 
exactly zero, the tolerance limit must be 1 instead of 2. 
By finding the relations between the tolerance limits and the 
formula for some other X's we can say that Y is the result of round 
off after the decimal point. When X = 169, Y = 169 + 1 + 1.96/169 
= 195.48, the tolerance is 195. When X = 100, Y = 100 + 1 + 1.96/100 
= 120.6, the tolerance is 121. 
At first, we can easily guess that X was assumed as a point in 
the range O < X < 0.5. Here, when Xis greater than 0.35 Y becomes 3 
instead of 2 by the formula. Hence, we can narrow the range to 
0 < X < 0.35. For X in this range the cumulative terms of the Poisson 
distribution are al l greater than 0.95 when we accept 1 as the maximum 
number within tolerance. 
We can say tha t , if X was assumed to be a point in the range 
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0 < X < 0.35, the maximum number within tolerance for the fixed sample 
test must be 1 if the exact Poisson table and one tailed test are used 
instead of the normal approximation and two tailed test. 
Table 3 shows the acrual type I errors for different X's. Here, 
a(l) is the type I error for the tolerance 1 and a(2) is that for the 
tolerance 2. 
Table 3. Type I errors for H0 : µ = 0 
~> --:----~~ - -----~;~ --------~~;
1l:a(l) l .0047 .0175 .0369 
a(2) .0002 .0011 .0036 
- -- -·· -- - -····---·--·-- ·- . ··- -- ·--




The test with zero tolerance limit is obviously the best one and 
the type I error is zero. This zero tolerance limit is compared with 
the existing tolerance limit 2 in Figure 12. 
The actual range of X was studied to correct the tolerance limit 
for the fixed sample test only. The power curves of the tests are 
found by using the tolerance limit. Figure 13 shows the power curves 
of the fixed sample tests, both for H0 : µ = 0, one using the tolerance 
limit 1, the other using 2. 
Actually, by using the tolerance limit 2, the probability of 
acceptance of the seed lot with population mean of noxious weed seed 3 
is 0.423. And it is 0.125 for the seed lot withµ= 5. These 
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Figure 12. Power curve for the tolerance of zero 
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In 1972, in the annual meeting of the Association of Official Seed 
Analysts, a report insisting that the sample size must be increased 
for the fixed sample test of H0 : µ = 0 with present tolerance limit 2. 
Without further study of the report the power curve of tolerance limit 
1 will be assumed to be the standard, and it may be the solution of 
the problem at this point of time. 
For the application of sequential test procedure µ 0 = 0.03 and 
µ 1 = 0.5 are used for each stage of sampling. Figure 14 shows the 
power curve of the corrected fixed sample test using the tolerance 
limit 1 along with an empirical power curve of the sequential test. 












Figure 14. Empirical power curve of a sequential 





RESULT AND CONCLUSION 
Statistical analysis for the purpose of seed testing has been 
studied for many years. In 1946, the possibility of the use of a 
sequential analysis was first mentioned by Leggatt. Since then few 
efforts using the idea of a sequential test have been made to complete 
the study of this field. 
This work is not a s tatistical justification of the existing 
tolerance table. This is only an exposition of the use of a 
sequential test with the same protection against wrong decisions as 
that of the current fixed sample test. It also shows that a 
significant reduction in the number of observations is possible which 
eases the seed analysts' duties. 
A method of determining the test parameters is found and 
justified by an empirical power curve of the test. The test 
parameters are chosen to provide a test with error characteristics as 
close to the present test as possible. 
As a result of the study, a table showing the regions of decision 
at each stage of sampling for the labeled mean from zero to 9 was 
obtained. This work is just a beginning. To apply this method more 
derivation for the larger means are needed. The application of the 
sequential test with truncation to the seed testing results 
appreciable savings in sample size. In most of the cases around 40% 
of savings are observed. 
Table 4. Regions for sequential tests 
.----~ -- - ~----- -·- -· .. ----- ·- - ··-· -· --·· ·--- -- . - l 
number 
labeled i 1 2 3 4 
I 






1 2 2 2 
low 
high 2 2 3 3 
2 
: low 0 
--- -- ---·---




high 3 3 4 5 
4 
low - - 0 1 
·--· -- -·- -
high 3 4 5 6 
5 
low - - 0 1 
: 
high 3 4 6 7 
6 
I low - - 0 1 
-·· ·--- - - . --- ----·- .. - - ----· 
I high 4 5 6 7 
7 
low - - 0 2 
-
-· 
high 4 5 7 8 
8 
low - - 1 2 
---- - ·-· - ·-··- ---- ---
high 4 6 7 9 
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7 8 9 
1 1 1 
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0 1 1 
5 5 5 
2 2 3 
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2 3 3 
8 8 8 
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4 5 6 
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5 7 8 
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For each sampling stage 1/10 of the minimum weight for a fixed 
sample test has to be observed. At each stage, if the total number of 
noxious weed seeds observed is greater than the upper bound, the test 
is terminated with rejection of Ho, and if it is not greater than the 
lower bound, the test is terminated with acceptance of H0 • Otherwise 
another sampling has to be made for the next stage. At the 10th stage 
if the total number of noxious weed seeds observed is greater than the 
number given, Ho is rejected. If it is not rejected, it automatically 
has to be accepted. 
A final solution of the problem may be obtained by studying the 
economic effects of each test parameter to the seed industry and 
agriculture. If the knowledge is available for the purpose of 
determining the best test parameters, the techniques used in the field 
of operations research may be adapted to find the optimal point and a 
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Computer Program for the Corrected Maximum Number within Tolerance 
This program canputes Dodge's corrected maximum number within 
tolerance and gives exact probability of type I error. A method of 
computing a cumulative Poisson distribution is used (Dodge, 1971). 
Program 
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Computer Program for Power Curve of a Fixed Sample Test 
This program computes the power of each alternative mean from 1 to 
the first point whose power is greater than 0.99 with increment of 1 
for a given tolerance limit. This program is useful computing the 
power for a large mean whose cumulative probabilities are not available 
in any Poisson table. The increment may be enlarged for convenience 
when the mean is large. 
Program 
IR D= 5 
yr>Q=6 
l ''\ f\ F'lQ....,AT( ? l"Cl) 
101 FlR'~ATl'0',10X 1 1 N1JM£1ER LARFLF D=',Il,SX,'Tnl. l.I~IT=', 
* T~,/ 1 0' ,17X,'X' ,l OX, 1 D:WfR 1 /) 
lf"\? F'lR"1AT( 1 ',1nx, I~,Fl6.S) 
1 RFAn(r~n,100,P l[)-=20 ) \11j ,~1AX 
WRITFIIPR,1011 ·~1J,r,,l/1X 
OD 10 MLJA=l,1000 
P=FLOATfMI .IA I 
DRnR=FXP(-D) 
n-=rr n~ 
DD ':i J=l,~AX 
PRnR=DRnP*P/rtnAT(J) 
f)=O +P 0 (1R 
"i UVH I 'Wt 
PWR=l.0-0 
wonrlIPQ,102l "1tJ/\,DWR 
IF(0WR.Gf.().qq) G~ Tn 1~ 






Method of Generating Poisson Random 
Variables and Goodness of Fit Test 
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A point U1 is picked at random in (0, 1), and a second point U2 
is picked at random in (0, U1). A third point is picked at random in 
(0, U2), and so forth. An appropriate model for the distribution of 
X1, X2, ..... , Xn are mutually independent and uniformly distributed 
on (0, 1). Let z be the number of points U1, U2, ..... , etc. that fall 
in (C, 1), (0 < C < 1). Then z is Poisson distributed with parameter 
µ~-log C (Dwass, 1970). 
The procedur e for generating a Poisson random variable with 
parameterµ is as follows: 
_µ 
Let C be a point obtained by C = e . 
Select a uniform random variable X1 on (0, 1). If X1 is less than C, 
the Poisson observation is 0. If it is not less than C, another 
uniform random variable X2 must be selected. Then U2 = X1X2, and if 
U2 is less than C, the Poisson observation is 1, and if it is not less 
than C, another uniform random variable X3 must be selected. If U3 is 
less than C, the Poisson observation is 2; otherwise, continue in the 
same manner until Uk is less than C for some k. 
A frequency histogram of the generated data was made and compared 
with that of a theoretical Poisson distribution. For goodness of fit 
test (E(F) - F) 2/E(F) was computed by hand. 
Program 
DJ ~ffl'J<; I ,;~J ~IF ( 2no I 
I ?D= 5 
T po= r, 
1nn f n D~~T (FS.?,151 
1 0 1 F 1 R,.,,, /IT , • o 1 , 1 1; x , 1 11 E A ' J = 1 , r 7 • 2 , '> x , ' r , ,J 11 s = 1 , I 6 I l 
l 0.? F "q_ 'i AT ( ' 0 1 , l OX , 1 f: P f::,) I J t 1\1 CY T I\. Pi L [ ' / / h X , ' t< ' , 
*7X, 'P(X=K) 1 ,4X,'E(F) ',~X,'~'/) 
1n1 F~ q~f\T ( 1 1 , I6,5X,F8.5,F8.l,5X,!5) 
I f\RG=215791 
l Pf'\D(TRn,l00,F~D=2O1 D,N~BS 
•,JQJTE(IPP,1O1) 0 ,~WrS 
(D=r-XP(-P) 
f)r' 2 11=1 '?Q() 
2 /\iF(K)=f1 
[Y' <; T = l I ' JC' B s 
N ,..,=() 
C= 1. 0 
1 C=C*::> JI Tll.f.'G I 
T F ( C. LT. r, D) r, •1 Tr 4 
~.IP =~-l P + 1 
r,-~: T'i 1 
It I!l=l ·JP+l 
~-' F r r n , = ~ • F ( r n 1 + ! 
s C l'JT T 'H.!r 
\,; DJT( (!DP,1O 2 1 




\,,/ P I T F ( I PP , ] 0 , , I '-A , C P , CF , ~'F ( 1 I 
M="'I +I\Jf' ( 1) 
DC" 10 !c:l,?')() 
CP=CP*P/FL:lf\.Tf I l 
f. U ~~ 1 l = C lJ MU +C P 
~=T*C" 
~~="1+1'ff (I+ 1 l 
CF=CF+F 
WP I T E ( I DP , l ') ~ I I , C P , F , rJ F ( I + 1 I 
I F ( C U ~ U • r. T • 0 • 9 9 9 ) <; r1 F' 1 1 
1 0 ('"HH I'HJ F 
1 1 C P = 1 • o- C U <At J 
F=r-rr-
~JFL=N ·"1Rs-1-1 
I =I+ 1 
\,JPITF (JDQ,11)1) r,r:r,F,r)Fl 





Goodness of Fit Test 
,1 J:" I\ ~ I -:, I+ • ',(' ~I· Ip<;~ 1100 
.,:~ ,')i)J:.:"rV Tt,r\LF 
K pfV=l<'I f- ( F l F 
() "'.'11]11 1 1 • l <) .3973 
1 n • ""\ f+')<~ q '-i '). I""\ 
--, C) 2.4200 
,., 0. 1 1 ? ,. fl 1 l? • ., l n , 1.3889 , 0 • 1 (, 'l 7.., 161. 7 1 f, 11 .0029 
'+ o. H\<)11 it, J . 1 1 'l!) .2025 
''i n . 17nq1 1 7 ,, • ~ 
l () :-, .7344 
6 n. 1 ;,q 1 7 l ? l, • ) 11.., .118 7 
7 () • ') r,? ..,_ (, :3 ;, • / 1 
~ ! '1, .0043 
r3 (1 ."J'if•'' 1, ,, • ~ 
1, ·-1 .06 24 
0 "'.~? -~ti, ? ·,. 
., ? c:; .1396 - .. 
1 ,1 l. ) l :' 4 ;' 1 ') • ,, 11 .0346 
, 1 1. () 0 1•? 6 4. 
.., ,- .1139 ) 
l ? n. ,1011, ,) l . ,, l .2250 
1 , '• ')' ) ()() 1 0 . !\ 1 .0500 
5.8945 
2 
X (13) = 5.8945 
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Appendix D 
Sequential Test without Truncation 
This program was provided for an empirical power curve of a 
sequential test. To observe the savings in sample size a frequency 
histogram of decisions in 40 consecutive stages 1s made. If no 
decision is reached at 40th stage, that test is abandoned. Following 
figure is a graphical illustration of the method used in this program. 
rejection region 
log A 




n I ,., F r-1 S I r ,, J •' ! 4 :i, l 
~.ISFT=10 O() 
f'"lf)='5 
T PP= 6 
T ,"fl1,= ,? ,~7<)'.1, 
l 'l n F '1 R "-1 /\ T ( ? F r.; • 3 , ? F S • 2 I 
1 n ~ F -·, c-'A I\ r ( • o ' , ' ~ I ,, H ,., = ' , F 5 • 3 , ' fl f:-T A = • , r ':i • ~~ , 
,: ' H () = t , r 6 • 2 , 1 H l = 1 , F ~ • 2 / ) 
J n ;> F ~, o . .,. A T ( ' ' , ? I) I t+ , ' "· n = ' , I 1 , ' T ,'-" ::: 1 , r i:, • t , 
, .. , ,1:p =, , r,;.,, , , fl. s =, , r 5. 11 
rJ F t:, f' ( f o f1 , l O O , f ' l n = -~ 0 I AL P ~ I /1 , r.1 ET '\ , H ~ ' ! , I\ ""1 lJ 
\,1DITE( rD 0 ,lOl I ll.LPf-'/\ 1 8FT/\ 1HllltJ 1 A'-1U 
P1!1=0.1 
~=I\ L r1 (~ ( I l • 0- PF TA I /AL PH Al 
R = t-. UJ r, ( f"\ E T /\ / ( l • ;l- /\ L O H A ) ) 
? nn ., I= 1 , 4., 
-, r-· ! I l = n 
( D= t:: xo ( - T'~IJ I 
!")] = I\ MI 1- J l M ! I 
rJ?=ALnG( AMU/HM'J) 
4 n r .:? 0 I = 1 , ~I S F T 
SUMX= 1 .0 
n'1 10 J=l, 1+0 
s nn.s=o.o 
D=J.() 
() P=Pf:R\ I (TA D(; I 
I r { D • L T • r, P I r: (' T 11 7 
r,>1S=(JGS+1.n 
r..-; T'l 6 
7 s11~X=St1r~ .x-rn H 'P. S* f12 
TF fSIIMX.r;F./1) r,1 Tr ll 
I r ( s , J v x • L F • P. I r, 11 r-, t 2 
l n C 'l r,: T T '11 I F 
• ' ( 1t l ) == ~J ( 4 J , + l 
r;~, T ·1 20 
~ ] ~ I ( 4 '3 ) = r'\J ( 4 < ' + ] 
t .n rn 1 :' 
1? ~·(4?)=~ 1 (4?)+1 
l ~ I ' ( J) = •J ( j) + l 
? n f '."' r--1 T I 1 I lH-
;-> l../ D = r L n AT ( ~; ( 4 ~ ' l / r L r, !-.. TI !\ ( 4? ) + 11 ( 1. '.I l l 
,, s = Q 
n ri 2 r.; L = 1 , 1+ 1 
,s , ·s=~· s+f\/!Ll*L 
f\ <:, = r L -, A T ( f: s ) / r' 'l /\ T ( !'! s r: T ) I l 0, • () 
', 1 '~ T T F t T n R , l O? I ( ~~ ( l< I , K = l , 2 () ) , ' ! ! I+ I I , f 11lJ , r 1,/ ri , /\ 5 
rr:· (P', 1P .GT.O. q9 ) r;c r r~ l 
f\ 1JJ=T '~U+O. l 
r,r, T 0 -, 
'lJ ) ST'1D 
F '·J '1 
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Appendix E 
Sequential Test with Truncation 




[1!'11=N5Irl'\f '\J( 1?) ,/\( 101 ,~( 10) 
l~O F~Q~AT (?t=S.1,~FS.2,FG.n} 





1 n 1 F 1 R ·,1 /\ T ( 1 {) 1 , 1 1 L ;) H A = 1 , F 5 • 3 , 1 
,:-:, H()=',r-A.2,' Hl=',F6.2,' 
,:--r: 5 • :) / 1 ' ' , 1 n r 1 • 1 / 1 1 , 1 o F 7 • 1 / 1 
D. f- fl\::,I ,t=5 .3 t 
Tn L. LI~ ' .=', 
, 0 ? F ·1 ~ 1.1 A r ( ' ' , 1 o I r 11 , 1 x 1 , 4 x , , r. r = , , 1 't , 3 x , , I\ c = • , r 4 , 
,'.; 3 X , ' ~.A = ' , F 5 • t , ? X , ' ~' P W R = 1 , F () • ,.. , ~ X , 1 /\ S = 1 , F <-• l ) 
r-! 5 F T = 1 0 0 /) 
fQ')="i 
JDD::6 
T -\R . r-,=? 1 s 7<n 
1 P E ~ 1 ( I P i) , l O () , ~ ' 11 l = 4 0 ) AL r H A , 8 [ T ,'i , H !,' IJ , A 'HJ , T r I L 
T '~U=O. l 
D l = I\ L I G ( I\'~ U l - t\ I_ "(; ( H' -1 IJ ) 
n .2 = ( A-~ u- H '~ 1 J ) / n 1 
p" = f) ?.•"1 (). () 
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11 I 1 l-= ( fl I r r, ( l • 1)-R FT h I -A Lr (; ( I\ LP -1 t.) I ID l + n 2 
f~ ( l ) = I f\ l. n r, ( P. F HI I - -H r1 r, ( 1 • 0-1\ l PH/\ I I /Cl+ I) 2 
D (' ? I = 2 , l f) 
f\< I)=!\( T-1 l+n ? 
IF(A( I).r.T.DI\) ~( I )=PA 
2 P (J)= f-\(!-1 )+ 0.? 
fl ( l '; ) = A I 111 ) 
\.-1 ° I T F ( T P P , l O 1 ) ,'\ L r w A , f3 F T A , H "". ! I , A tvi lJ , T -1 L , 
1'11\(T 1,T=l,10),( f\ (Il,I=l,10) 
:1, I) 'l It T = 1 , l ? 
4 " 1 I I l ='.J 
C p = [ X D ( - T '~IJ ) 
ft') ~O l=J,W;FT 
S 'J"'1X=1.0 
0'1 lO J=J ,1:) 
nfl,S=O.O 
P-= l. 0 
A P = P .it P \i ( I /\ 0 r, ) 
JF(D.LT.CD) rr r, 7 
( 1 f~ s = n n, s + l. n 
G .1 rn A 
1 s 1 , _,, x = s u v. x + ·1 r, s 
I r ( <; I J '1 X • r, r • A ( J I ) ,. r l ' ' 
yr( <;t.J-1X.Lf. 1~( JI I r,r, 
1 n r ·11'! r r , 11 Jr 
1 1 ~J ( l l I = ~' I l 1 I +-l 
(; ' I T" l < 
L' r : 11n -='lll?l +1 
1 :\ ~-' ( J I = ' .I ( -1 I + 1 
70 C·~'·ITP'tJr 
T f) l } 
T•l l 2 
~1 ; ~ D = t l_ f ' !\ f ( \ / ( 1 l ) l / F L r' I\ T ( t I S [ T ) 
~•S=O 
r,-i 10 l=1,lC 
-~ 1 r-- S = ~1 S + N ( L ) '~ L 
I\ S =FL 'l AT ( ~! S ) If - L 11 A 1 ! ~!SF TI / l O. 0 
W :~ T T F ( IPR , l O? ) ( !'-1 ( Y I , K = 1 , l? l , T 1,1u , PW ~, , /!.. S 
! F ( D WP • r, T • 0 • 99 I r.. r, T rJ l 
T"1U=T'-11J+O. l 
G'"' r--: 3 
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